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An ecletic fusion of pop and New Age with thought-provoking lyrics and inspiring concepts. 13 MP3

Songs NEW AGE: New Age, POP: Delicate Details: Jack Fowler's passion and talent for music was

evident even at the early age of 3, when he had his first experiences playing piano. Being the son of a

minister, he honed his craft playing in church, as well as being trained classically Jack began writing

songs as a teenager and was signed to a major songwriting deal at 19. During this time, he penned songs

with Wayne Kirkpatrick, Rich Mullins and other prominent writers. He also began writing and performing

with well-known contemporary christian artist, Kathy Troccoli. This collaboration produced a top ten hit in

the christian market, which landed Jack a tune on Kathy's debut pop album, produced by Ric Wake; best

known for his work with Celine Dion and Mariah Carey. In the past few years, Jack's focus has shifted to

using his gift as a healing agent to inspire, challenge, and spark changes in those who listen. His first

project reflecting this new paradigm, 'Picture This' will be released in the Spring of 2002 on Seventh

Wave Records. This eclectic collection of songs takes the listener on an incredible musical sojourn that

includes tracks you can dance to, lyrics that question old ideas about life, 'hymn-like' pieces to sing along

with, as well as music that quiets the mind to help awaken the truth within. Jack's pop background, as well

as his church influence, can be heard throughout the music, making the CD enjoyable to a wide range of

listeners. Using progressive sounds and mature songwriting, Jack Fowler helps lead the New Thought

spiritual movement into the 21st century
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